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Ripley, Ohio, family. Letters from brothers in California describing the voyage through Panama, attempts at gold mining and ranching near Sacramento, the countryside and problems adjusting to it.

Box 1

Folder 1 Alexander McCoy to Maryann McCoy letters, 1851-53

Folder 2 Transcriptions of letters Bx_Fd_Alexander McCoy to Maryann McCoy

Folder 3 Alexander and Kenneth McCoy, letter to brother, unknown date

Folder 4 Transcriptions of letters Bx_Fd_Alexander McCoy to Kenneth McCoy, to brother

Folder 5 James McCoy to Alexander McCoy letter, undated

Folder 6 Transcriptions of letters Bx_Fd_James McCoy to Alexander McCoy
Folder 7  James McCoy to Maryann McCoy letters, 1851-
unknown

Folder 8  Transcriptions of letters Bx_ Fd_ James McCoy
to Maryann McCoy

Folder 9  James and Kenneth McCoy to Maryann McCoy
letter, 1854

Folder 10  Transcriptions of letters Bx_ Fd_ James and
Kenneth McCoy to Maryann McCoy

Folder 11  James McCoy to Kenneth McCoy letter, 1845

Folder 12  Transcriptions of letters Bx_ Fd_ James McCoy
to Kenneth McCoy

Folder 13  James McCoy to John Porter letter, 1850

Folder 14  Letters – James McCoy, addresses unknown

Folder 15  Transcriptions of letters Bx_ Fd_ James McCoy
to unknown addresses

Folder 16  Kenneth McCoy letters, 1852

Folder 17  Transcriptions of letters Bx_ Fd_ Kenneth
McCoy to unknown addresses

Folder 18  James McCoy to Alexander McCoy (jr.) letter,
1850

Folder 19  D.H. Murphy and Kenneth McCoy, letter, 1850
Addresses unknown

Folder 20  Transcriptions of letters Bx_ Fd_ D.H. Murphy to
Kenneth McCoy, addresses unknown
Folder 21  Letters received, Maryann McCoy, 1847, 182, authors unknown

Folder 22  Transcriptions of letters Bx_ Fd_ To Maryann McCoy, authors unknown

Folder 23  Letter received, James Porter, 1850, author unknown

Folder 24  Transcription of letter Bx_ Fd_ John Porter, author unknown

Folder 25  Aleinda Inskeep to Luesia, 1850

Folder 26  Transcriptions of letters Bx_ Fd_ Aleinda Inskee to Luesia

Folder 27  Doddridge family history

Folder 28  McCoy family history

Folder 29  H. Gresham, Toole notes: chronological listing of letters